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An original method to build a visual model for unknown objects by a humanoid robot

is proposed. The algorithm ensures successful autonomous realization of this goal by
addressing the problem as an active coupling between computer vision and whole-body
posture generation. The visual model is built through the repeated execution of two pro-

cesses. The first one considers the current knowledge about the visual aspects and shape
of the object to deduce a preferred viewpoint with the aim of reducing the uncertainty
of the shape and appearance of the object. This is done while considering the constraints
related to the embodiment of the vision sensors in the humanoid head. The second pro-

cess generates a whole robot posture using the desired head pose while solving additional
constraints such as collision avoidance and joint limitations. The main contribution of
our approach relies on the use of different optimization algorithms to find an optimal

viewpoint by including the humanoid specificities in terms of constraints, an embedded
vision sensor, and redundant motion capabilities. This approach differs significantly from
those of traditional works addressing the problem of autonomously building an object
model.

Keywords: Object modeling; next-best-view; optimization; NEWUOA; humanoid; pos-
ture generation.
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1. Introduction

This work focuses on the autonomous modeling of an unknown object in a known

environment by a humanoid robot. Such functionality is expected to be helpful in

enhancing the ability of multi-purpose robots to collaborate with human partners.

For instance, visual models of new objects can be built and stored in a knowl-

edge database autonomously. Additional properties and functionalities of the ob-

ject models can then be added through interactions with human collaborators. The

Fig. 1. Next-Best-View for a humanoid robot: finding the next posture to model an unknown
object.

constraints of our system are then set according to the scenario illustrated in Fig. 1.

A sensor system, consisting of a stereo rig, is embedded within the HRP-2 head.

The cameras are used to perceive the unknown object from different viewpoints.

The goal of our work is then to compute each viewpoint and the corresponding

robot pose depending on the information available and several constraints related

to vision, motion control and the robot body.

This work is part of the on-going ”treasure hunting” project 1 in our laboratory,

the goal of which is the efficient construction of the model of an unknown object

followed by its autonomous retrieval in an unknown, possibly cluttered, environ-

ment. The increased recent interest 2 in this type of problem is evidenced by the

Semantic Robot Vision Challenge organized at CVPR.

The visual model should be sufficiently rich to allow not only the detection and

recognition but also the manipulation of the object of interest. This is achieved

by using two complementary modeling approaches. First, we use the stereo rig to

obtain an approximation of the visible 3D surface of the object. This surface is
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Fig. 2. Virtual model construction. (left) Original 3D model. (right) First update of the virtual
model constructed using stereo vision and visual feature detection.

used to update an occupancy grid that records the current state of our knowledge

about the 3D shape of the object. Second, visual features on the visible surface of

the object are detected. Our algorithm does not rely on any one specific type of

feature, and thus, several types of 2D features that are robust to slight modifications

of the perception conditions can be used, such as SIFT 3, Affine-SIFT 8, or SURF 7.

These features can later be used for the fast detection and recognition of the object

of interest, namely, when it will be placed in a different environment. An example

of modeling is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The main originality of this work lies in the solution provided to generate viewing

postures for a humanoid robot by considering its incremental knowledge of the en-

vironment and the visual properties of the object of interest. Two steps are required

to achieve this result: (i) find a viewpoint that maximizes the amount of unknown

data from the object that can be visible and (ii) generate a whole-body pose that

is statically stable, collision-free and that sets the head position and orientation

according to the desired camera pose. This solution is then integrated with other

recent works on path planning and control to realistically simulate the modeling

task using an HRP-2 robot model and the dynamic engine of OpenHRP-3.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some

previous works that address similar problems. Section 3 presents an overview of our

algorithm. Sections 4 and 5 respectively describe the first and second steps used

to generate a robot posture. Finally, section 6 presents simulation results obtained

using our method.
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2. Related works

2.1. Vision and viewpoint selection

Many existing works aimed at computing a viewpoint according to some specific

criteria focus on environment exploration 4. Most such works considered wheeled

robots; in fact, we found only one that considered the particularities of using hu-

manoid robots 5.

With regard to computer vision, the problem of visual object recognition has

been thoroughly addressed and has converged toward fast and robust methods that

can be used in embedded systems 6. Nevertheless, the modeling part usually relies

on a supervised method where different views of an object are obtained manually

by a human operator and then stored in a database available to the recognition

algorithm.

In a rather unique work that tackled the problem of automatic modeling of an

object by relying on vision 9, a mobile robot moves in a circle around an object in

order to build its model. The algorithm uses visual feature detection and structure

from motion to generate a rough 3D model. However, the motion around the object

is planned offline depending on the distance and maximum size of the object but

independently of its shape.

2.2. Next-Best-View

Many works have focused on the Next-Best-View (NBV) problem, i.e, the problem

of planning successively different sensor poses in order to create the 3D model of

an unknown object. Although we have extensively investigated currently available

literature, we were unable to find any reports on autonomous object modeling by a

humanoid robot.

The first well-known paper on NBV was by Connolly 10; it described two algo-

rithms to model an object with an octree structure in which voxels have one of three

states: empty, occupied, or unseen. The first algorithm limits the sensor position

to the surface of a sphere, the origin of which is the object center, and the sensor

viewing direction is set toward this center. The surface of the sphere is sampled

and the visibility of the unseen area is tested for all samples. This approach has

subsequently been used in various works 11, although viewpoint selection is carried

out according to different criteria based on the spatial distribution of the unseen

areas. The second algorithm sacrifies precision in order to considerably reduce the

computation time by directly generating a single next viewpoint pose according to

the repartition of unseen voxels.

Other works 12 13 consider an object placed on a turntable and restrict the sensor

position to a cylindrical surface around the object, with the viewing direction set

toward the object center. The algorithms mix a surface visibility criterion with an

occluded surface visibility criterion in order to select the NBV position.

Other hypotheses and limitations of the main works in this field are detailed in
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two authoritative surveys 14 15. We note a common trend in the aim of the previous

algorithms: to obtain an accurate 3D reconstruction of an object using voxels or

polygons while reducing the number of viewpoints required. The typical assumptions

made about a sensor are that the depth range image is dense and accurate by using

laser scanners or structured lighting, and that the camera position and orientation

is correctly set and measured relative to the object position and orientation. In our

case, however, such assumptions cannot be made when using an embedded stereo rig

on an autonomously controlled humanoid robot. Depth perception through stereo

vision can result in errors in the perceived 3D surface of the object and humanoid

motion control can also result in errors in the perceived position and orientation of

the robot with respect to the object. We thus have a limitation on the maximum

accuracy that can be obtained for the 3D model of the object.

Another common hypothesis in previous works is that the object to be modeled

is considered to be within a sphere or on a turntable, i.e, the sensor positioning space

complexity to be evaluated is reduced to two dimensions because the sensor distance

from the object center is fixed and its orientation is set toward the object center.

This is useful for reducing the computation time required to obtain a solution;

however it also restricts the variety of objects that can be modeled. For example,

objects with complex concavities or oblong shapes may require the sensor to be

closer to some specific parts and/or require having a viewing vector not targeting

the object center. Furthermore, if we consider cluttered environments, obstacles

may be placed at the specific distance from the object center where the sensor can

be located. In such cases, important viewpoints may not be reached.

Because the hypotheses used in previous works impose some constraints on the

sensor characteristics as well as on the object size and complexity that are not

adequate with a humanoid, we design a novel NBV algorithm. Our method aims to

overcome previous limitations while considering the specific constraints related to

a humanoid robot.

3. Next-Best-View computation process

We first review the modeling process that is simulated and the related hypotheses

that are made. At the beginning of the experiment, we consider that the humanoid

robot faces an unknown object to be modeled. The approximate size and position

of the object is known with sufficient precision so that a virtual occupation grid

containing the entire object can be set at the proper location and with proper

dimensions. We note that this assumption is not critical for our algorithm, and thus,

it is possible to start with a specific grid size and position, and include additional

occupancy grids in places where parts of the object are bigger than expected.

The environment is considered to be known and modeled to facilitate its visual

discrimination with the unknown object and also to allow the walk planner to

generate a collision-free motion trajectory between computed postures.

During our simulation process, the modeling algorithm is executed as follows:
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(1) The depth map from the actual viewpoint is obtained.

(2) The filtered depth map is processed using a Sobel operator to create a normal

map, following a common method used in computer graphics to perform bump

mapping 16.

(3) Some landmarks are generated on the perceived envelop of the object and their

normal vectors are computed.

(4) The voxels of the occupation grid are superimposed on the depth map by per-

spective projection to realize a space-carving operation. Thus, each voxel is set

to one of the 3 states: empty, known (i.e, perceived using the camera), or un-

known (i.e, occluded by known voxels or out of the field of vision). Actually, our

algorithm only needs to consider the voxels on the model surface being built,

i.e, known or unknown voxels that have at least one empty neighbor voxel.

(5) The resulting occupancy grid is provided as an input to our NBV algorithm,

described in the following section 4. This algorithm searches for a target robot

head pose by considering some related constraints.

(6) At this stage, we test the termination criterion. The modeling task stops in two

cases: the model is considered finished when (i) the prediction of unknown to

be perceived falls under a desired threshold value or (ii) this amount cannot be

reduced after a pre-defined number of successive poses. In the second case, the

model is considered incomplete but good viewpoints are considered to be out

of reach from the robot because of collision risks, joint limitations, etc.

(7) A whole-body robot pose is then generated using our Posture Generator (PG)

detailed in section 5.

(8) The robot moves from the actual posture to the generated one. The motion

planning software component for the humanoid is built upon KineoWorks 17.

(9) Go back to (1).

4. Generation of desired viewpoint

The problem of finding an adequate viewpoint to complete the modeling of an

object can be formulated as the minimization of a function f that evaluates the

unknown visible projected into the camera. Traditional works on NBV solve this

problem by considering the camera configuration space as the input space of f .

The problem’s dimensionality is reduced and the configuration space is sampled in

order to test a limited set of poses and find the best one in an acceptable amount

of time. To do so, some assumptions are made on the size and complexity of the

object to be modeled, and the environment is considered free of obstacles. However

using latest hardware and optimization algorithms, it is possible to relax these

assumptions while keeping a reasonable computation time. In order to broaden

the types of object to be modeled while considering the constraints related to the

use of a humanoid, a novel solution to the NBV problem is introduced by using

the two steps illustrated in Fig. 3: first, we find a camera position and orientation

that maximizes the amount of unknown visible while solving specific constraints
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related to the robot head; then, we generate a whole-body posture for the robot

by considering the desired viewpoint as well as additional constraints related to the

humanoid body.

Fig. 3. Two steps to generate the next posture to update the object model.

We propose to solve the first step by using NEWUOA 18, a method that searches

for the local minimum of a function by refining a local quadratic approxima-

tion through a deterministic iterative sampling, which can thus be used for non-

differentiable functions. The sampled vectors at each step in the NEWUOA search

process are selected according to the previous sampling results and the actual state

of the quadratic approximation. A trust region must be defined using two radius

parameters, ρbeg and ρend, and a given starting vector that will be the camera pose

in our case. The trust region influences the sampling process but it does not limit

it. Indeed, depending on the quadratic approximation found, vectors outside this

region can be tested. NEWUOA has the advantages of being fast and robust to

noise while allowing us to keep the 6 degrees of freedom required for the viewpoint.

4.1. Evaluation of unknown visible

In this approach, the estimation of unknown data visible from a specific viewpoint

relies on the visualization of the current occupancy grid that is composed of voxels

represented as colored cubes. The visualization of the grid from any specific view-

point can be computed rapidly, typically in less than a few milliseconds, by taking

advantage of current GPU acceleration capabilities. Although such a visualization

results in a function that is not continuous and can present variations of small

amplitude, these characteristics have a negligible influence on the convergence of

NEWUOA when the trust region is sufficiently large. Therefore, we consider such
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an approximate representation to be a useful indicator to find a good viewpoint.

In this work, the amount of unknown visible, denoted by Nup, is set as the

number of unknown voxels visible multiplied by the logarithm of the number of

unknown voxels’ pixels. This choice is justified by considering what happens if we

focus only on either the number of unknown voxels visible or the number of unknown

voxels’ pixels. Because of the perspective projection, more voxels can be visible from

a farther position, thus driving the robot far away from the object; however each

voxel would then appear unnecessarily small and we obtain a poor precision for the

3D surface of the object. When considering only pixels, the robot tends to come as

close as possible to the object in front of few unknown voxels. In this case, each

viewpoint covers only a small fraction of the object, increasing the number of poses

required to complete the modeling.

4.2. Constraints on camera pose

Although NEWUOA is supposed to be used for unconstrained optimization, some

constraints on the camera pose need to be solved in order to be able to generate a

posture with the PG from the computed viewpoint. The constraints on the camera

position C and orientation ψc included in the evaluation function of the first step

given to NEWUOA are










































Czmin < Cz < Czmax (1)

∀V i, dmin < d(C,Vicenter) (2)

ψcxmin < ψcx < ψcxmax (3)

ψcymin < ψcy < ψcymax (4)

Nl > Nlmin (5)

∀i,C 6= Fi ∨ ψc 6= Fri (6)

The range of the camera height is limited by (1) to what is accessible by the hu-

manoid size and its range of possible postures.

A minimum limit distance dmin is required between the robot head and Vicenter,

the center of each voxel of the object, in order to efficiently use the stereo vision.

This constraint is expressed in (2).

The rotations on the X (roll) and Y (pitch) axes are limited by (3) and (4) to

ranges set according to the particularities of the robot.

Constraint (5) keeps a minimum number of landmarks, i.e, features that were

detected in previous views, visible from the resulting viewpoint. These landmarks

can be used to correct eventual positioning errors of the robot with respect to

the object when it reaches the desired viewpoint. This is necessary to enhance the

precision when updating the occupancy grid with a newly acquired 3D surface.

Finally, the particular constraint (6) ensures that the resulting pose will not be

near previously found poses, with position Fi and orientation Fri, that could not

be reached by following the steps in the modeling process. It is also used to avoid
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positions in the environment where known obstacles are located. This constraint is

necessary to ensure that the algorithm can converge toward a valid posture although

some constraints are not expressed in the viewpoint search. For example, some

obstacles in the environment may limit the possible motion trajectories of the robot

while not visually occluding the view of the camera. In this case, the motion planner

may fail to find a way between the current posture and the target one.

4.3. Evaluation function formulation

In order to include the constraints presented in 4.2 into the function that NEWUOA

evaluates, we need to formulate and include them in a manner that does not strongly

influence the visibility evaluation when the constraints are statisfied. On the other

hand, when the constraints are violated, the function should increase significantly

depending on its distance to the resolution of the violated constraints.

4.3.1. Interval

The interval constraints (1), (3), and (4), are expressed as

Kv = (α v − µ)
p

(7)

where parameters α and µ are set according to the limits possible for the variable

Nup. These are used to respectively modulate the interval center and the width

depending on the parameter v to be constrained, and thus, they are directly deduced

from the specificities of the robot body. v can correspond to the viewpoint height

Cz and orientation angles ψcx and ψcy. p can be set to a large value, typically 4,

so that the result is close to 0 within the interval and increases rapidly outside it.

The parameters are computed in order to reach the maximum possible value of Nup
when we reach the point at which the constraint is not satisfied.

4.3.2. Minimum distance

The inequality constraint (2) related to the minimum distance between the camera

and the object is formulated as

Kd = expr (γ (dmin − d(C, Vnear))) (8)

where γ and r are parameters that are also set according to Nup, and Vnear is the

closest voxel to the camera. The minimum distance dmin is related to the specific

geometric configuration of the stereo rig being used.

4.3.3. Landmark visibility

For the landmark visibility constraint (5), the formulation relies both on the vis-

ible surface of landmarks and their normal vector. The surface visibility for each
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landmark i is computed relative to its number of pixels visible from the current

viewpoint pvi using a sigmoid function:

lsi =
1

1 + exp (pmini − pvi)
(9)

The parameter pmini is the minimum number of pixels required to consider the

landmark i to be visible, and its value depends on the original landmark size. The

visibility of each landmark relative to its normal vector Nli and the current camera

view direction vector Cview is expressed using another sigmoid function:

lni =
1

1 + exp (β ((Cview.Nli) + φ))
(10)

where φ is related to the allowed range of angles and β determine the slope of the

sigmoid function.

The final visibility coefficient for each landmark is computed by multiplying

lsi with lni. We set an arbitrarily defined minimum number of visible landmarks

Nlmmin that is compared with the obtained coefficients by

lv =

(

N
∑

i=0

lsi.lni

)

−Nlmmin (11)

The constraint for the evaluation function is defined in one of two ways depending

on the sign of lv. Configurations maximizing lv are slightly encouraged when it is

positive:

Kl = −η lv (12)

The parameter η can be small such that the minimization of other constraints and

the maximization of unknown visible both have a greater priority than the increase

in the number of visible landmarks beyond the defined threshold.

In the other case, in which lv ≤ 0, the configurations are greatly penalized:

Kl = 2 Ip

(

lv

Nlmmin

)2

(13)

The penalty is expressed in relation to the total number of pixels Ip in the camera

image.

4.3.4. Forbidden poses

The constraint to avoid unreachable postures (6) is simply formulated as a distance

between the viewpoint considered and each of them:

Kf =
∑

fp

exp (−δ.Dfp) (14)

where Di represents the sum of absolute differences between the values of the ac-

tual viewpoint and the unreachable pose i. The parameter δ corresponds to the

sensitivity of the constraint.
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4.3.5. Viewpoint evaluation function

The evaluation function, used as an input to the NEWUOA algorithm, includes all

previously defined constraint formulations as well as the evaluation of visual data:

f e = λzKCz
+ λxKψcx

+ λyKψcy
+ λdKd + λlKl + λfKf −Nup (15)

where the λ parameters are computed to modify the scale of each constraint in

order to match the range of values that can be taken by the variable Nup.

4.4. NEWUOA configuration

NEWUOA is used to seek the minimum of fe by constructing a local approximation

using a quadratic model, as illustrated in the left hand side graph of Fig. 4. Three

parameters are used as an input to this optimization algorithm: an initial vector

from where the search is started, a value ρbeg that delimits the trust region around

the initial vector in order to build the initial quadratic approximation, and a desired

accuracy value ρend used as a stopping criterion. Because of the nature of the NBV

Fig. 4. NEWUOA evaluation. (left) NEWUOA method to find the minimum of a non-differentiable
function. (right) Objective function results depending on the sensor position XY. The object
location is displayed as the disk in the center and the previous perception pose is represented as

an arrow.

problem and the constraints used, our objective function can present many local

minima that are quite disjoint, as illustrated in the right hand side of Fig. 4. This

figure shows the best results for fe obtained for the knight object carved once from

Fig. 2, by constraining the camera at a fixed height and moving the sensor in

the XY plane. For each sampled position, the orientation with the best result for

the objective function is selected. Darker points correspond to better evaluations.

The landmark visibility constraint formulation as well as the presence of possible

self-occlusions can result in abrupt local variations in the objective function. The
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minimum distance constraint also produces an important maximum in the middle

of the search space around the object. Thus, the size of the trust region needs to be

limited to some local space in order to compute an approximation that is pertinent

enough.

4.5. Viewpoint search process

Because the quality of the results can depend greatly on the starting poses given,

Fig. 5. Illustration of the NBV selection for the robot head.

two additional techniques are implemented, as illustrated in Fig. 5. First, we run

NEWUOA in an iterative manner, i.e, it is run once using a defined starting pose

and again by using its result configuration as a new starting pose. This is done until

a chosen maximum number of iterations has been reached, or until the result pose

is not better than the last starting one. A step of this iterative process is formulated

as

posek = Newuoak (posek−1) (16)

where k is the iteration number of the NEWUOA algorithm from 1 to n, and

posek−1 and posek are the starting and found camera poses, respectively.
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Second, we precompute a set of 3D starting positions around the object and

launch the iterative process for each of them. The results of all optimizations are

then compared to select the best camera pose. The sampled positions can be gen-

erated within the object to handle cases in which it has large empty spaces. For

example, the algorithm can be applied to model both the inside and the outside of a

house. The positions are distributed in the space relative to their distance from the

object: the density decreases when moving away from the object because greater

motions are required to obtain significant visual changes.

The desired six d.o.f camera pose can thus be obtained using a global three-

dimensional sampling in conjunction with iterative local six-dimensional searches.

This camera pose is then used as the starting point for the whole-body posture

generation computed in the second step of our NBV algorithm presented in the

following section.

5. Posture Generator

The Posture Generator (PG), presented as part of a work from Escande et al. 19,

provides a whole-body posture for the robot in the second step of our NBV al-

gorithm. The PG relies on feasible sequential quadratic programming (FSQP), a

gradient-based optimization method, to provide a posture that minimizes an objec-

tive function while solving given constraints.

We note that a previous work 20 presented an attempt to directly include the

evaluation of viewpoints as a C1 function that can be included in the PG. Such

a solution would solve the NBV problem in one coherent step; however, although

our analytical formulation results in a good evaluation, it has a relatively high

computation cost and it also presents high variations in the gradient that result

in convergence problems to generate a posture. Moreover, it is difficult to innclude

additional vision constraints in such a formulation.

5.1. Constraints on robot body

Once an optimal camera pose has been found in the first step of our NBV algorithm,

it is used as a constraint on the humanoid robot head in order to generate a whole-

body posture that also considers other constraints: static stability, self-collision

avoidance, collision avoidance with the environment, keeping the feet flat on the

ground, and joint limitations. The posture generation problem is then written as

min
q∈X

f1(q) (17)
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Θmin ≤ Θ ≤ Θmax (18)

dCmin ≤ d(Bi(q), Bj(q)) ∀(i, j) ∈ C (19)

F zl (q) = F zr (q) = 0 (20)

dmin ≤‖ C(q) − x ‖2 (21)

dSmin ≤ d(pc, Fseg) (22)

C = Cs1 ∧ ψc = ψcs1 (23)

where f1 is the objective function to be minimized, q = [r w Θ]⊤, r is the position

of the free-floating body, w is its orientation, and Θ = {θ0 . . . θd} denotes the robot’s

joints.

X represents the set of constraints from (18) to (23).

Θmin and Θmax are two vectors that respectively represent the minimum and

maximum limits for each joint.

d(Bi(q), Bj(q)) is the C1 distance between two bodies introduced by Escande et

al. 21 and it must be greater than a precision value dCmin. C is the set of collision

pairs that are tracked to avoid non-desirable collisions and auto-collisions. We note

that Bi is not constrained to be a robot’s body but it could be an object in the

environment 22.

The constraint (20) ensures that the feet are on the ground by constraining the

height value of the left foot Fl and right foot Fr to 0.

The constraint (21) ensures that the vision system distance to the object x is

greater than a predefined value related to the stereo rig parameters used.

The static stability of the posture is set by (22), where pc = [cx cy]⊤ is the

projection of the CoM on the floor, Fseg is the segment between the feet centers,

and dSmin is a value that is sufficiently small such that the CoM cannot be projected

outside the support polygon of the robot.

Finally, the last constraint sets the robot head according to the position Cs1

and orientation ψcs1 found in the first step.

5.2. Posture computation

For this algorithm, the objective function f1(q) for the PG is not necessary. Never-

theless, it can be used as an esthetic criterion to place the robot posture close to a

reference posture.

Posture generation requires an initial posture and an initial free-flyer position

and orientation in order to start the search. In this work, the starting posture is

always set as a squatting posture because it is easier to reach more joint configu-

rations from this posture. The starting free-flyer position and orientation are set

accordingly to the desired viewpoint pose.

In cases in which the PG cannot converge, the goal camera pose is included in

the list of forbidden poses that is used in constraint (6) described in section 4.2,

and the first step is started again to find another viewpoint.
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Fig. 6. Influence of NEWUOA trust region parameters on the search results. The ρ parameters
are multiplied by the maximum object size.

6. Simulation results

Because our solution differs significantly from previous NBV works in terms of the

hypotheses, termination criteria, and constraints used, it is difficult to perform a

meaningful comparison with existing methods. Therefore, we focus on the analysis

of the simulation performance and behavior of our NBV algorithm.

6.1. NEWUOA tests for camera pose evaluation

Because of the nature of the NBV problem as well as the formulation of our objective

function fe, described in section 4.3, the initial conditions for a NEWUOA search

can strongly influence the viewpoint found. We thus tested the variation of the

results obtained with a NEWUOA search depending on the starting position and

the trust region parameters.

Fig. 6 shows the average results for the viewpoint obtained depending on the

ρ parameters. As described previously in section 4.4, ρbeg sets the maximum vari-

ation that can be taken by the camera pose parameters for the initial quadratic

approximation and ρend sets the desired accuracy of the optimum search. The tests

were conducted by selecting a camera pose around an object model and by launch-

ing the optimization with different values for ρbeg and ρend. This was repeated for

14 different objects with 3 different starting poses for each. Overall, the evaluated

poses were better when ρbeg is similar to the maximum object size and when ρend
is smaller than one-hundredth this size.

Fig. 7 shows the influence of the starting pose on the viewpoints found by a

single NEWUOA search and by an iterative NEWUOA search. This was tested by

launching the search with different initial configurations, i.e, the camera is translated

on the Y-axis in front of an object model. First, we note that the evaluation of

the unknown function, i.e, the ”starting pose” curve, can change abruptly even

with small variations of the pose. This highlights the complexity of our evaluation
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Fig. 7. Influence of the starting position on fe(poses) and the viewpoints found by our iterative
optimization process, Newuoa1 (poses) and Newuoan (posen−1).

function, as already discussed in 4.4, that has many local minima. Depending on

the starting position, NEWUOA can thus generate relatively different quadratic

approximations that will lead to the selection of different samples. This graph also

highlights that although a single iteration of NEWUOA results in an improved pose,

it is often stuck inside a local minima. Nevertheless, by using successive iterations,

much better viewpoints are reached with improved regularity. In fact, the camera

can be moved by up to 0.7 m and rotated by up to approximately 50 degrees in

many final optimized poses around a small object, e.g, a 0.4-m-long object. We

note that in order to find a good pose, many successive search iterations are not

necessary. In this test, the average number of iterations was 5 and the maximum

number allowed, which was set to 10, was reached for only 2 percent of the tested

initial poses.

6.2. NEWUOA VS. fixed sampling

We compared the results obtained with a simple NEWUOA search against a pre-

computed fixed sampling of the 6D viewpoint configuration space. This sampling

is performed around the last position where a space-carving operation has been

performed. The number of samples as well as the limits of the area to be tested are

defined manually for each of the 6 dimensions.

Not surprisingly, the fixed sampling can result in viewpoints with similar or

better results using roughly the same number of sampled vectors. As noted earlier,

depending on various parameters such as the object complexity or the distribution
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of landmarks on the object surface, the NEWUOA search may find itself restricted

to local minima close to the starting pose. Nevertheless, such local minima can be

reached by NEWUOA using less samples than a fixed sampling of the local space.

Thus, our search for a viewpoint presented in section 4.5 includes the two methods:

first, carry out a rough sampling of positions in the areas of interest and then use

NEWUOA to refine the search for the local minima at proximity.

6.3. Computation time

Each evaluation of a viewpoint relies on the OpenGL visualization of the occupancy

grid that is loaded in the graphic card memory. The evaluation time is thus relatively

small and remains of the order of 10−2 s although, of course, it can vary depending

on the number of voxels in the model or the hardware specifications.

The search for the best viewpoint in the first step of the algorithm typically

requires few thousands of evaluations. This depends on the number of sampled

positions for the preliminary search and the input parameters for NEWUOA. During

our tests, the first step could provide a solution within 10 s to 1 mn.

The second step can generate a posture in time of the order of 10−1 s if the

starting conditions are relatively close to the solution and if there are no obstacles

in the final location. In others cases, it can take up to a few seconds to obtain a

solution or to abort the search.

6.4. Pose generation

Fig. 8. Postures generated on an HRP-2 humanoid.

The second step of our NBV algorithm was tested by verifying that camera
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poses obtained in the first step do not result in a constraint on the robot head

that is impossible to satisfy when set in the PG with other constraints. Several

camera poses were computed using different virtual objects with different space-

carving states and the landmarks were randomly generated amongst the known

voxels on the surface of the object. Some of the generated postures, presented in

Fig. 8, were tested on a real HRP-2 robot to ensure their stability and the avoidance

of self-occlusions.

The tests confirmed that the constraints set in the first step reduce the possible

poses to what is achievable by the PG with our current settings. It should be noted

that the posture used to initialize the PG has some influence on the convergence.

Highly constrained postures such as squatting poses are often difficult to gener-

ate from the default standing posture; however the opposite process can be easily

achieved. Thus, the starting posture in the PG is always initialized with a squatting

posture.

6.5. Modeling process simulation

The experimental setting is simulated by having a virtual 3D object perceived by

a virtual camera. Two examples of generated postures to complete the modeling

process are presented in Fig. 9. IN each case, the first posture is set manually and

the next ones are generated using our NBV algorithm. The trust region parameters

ρbeg and ρend were respectively set to 0.4 and 10e-5. Other parameters settings are

p = 6, γ = 20, dmin = 0.6, Nlmmin = 5, η = 1, δ = 1, λz = 200, λx = 80, λy = 80,

λd = 100, λl = 1 and λf = 1000.

In the top part of Fig. 9, the similarity of the postures generated can be explained

by considering the size of the object that is relatively large as compared to the robot

size. Because of the small field of view of the cameras, the robot needs to be relatively

far away from the object, and thus, the height of the cameras have little effect on

the perception of the object.

In both examples, the posture generation method sets the arms in a common

configuration because they are not used and have little to no influence on the

resolution of the constraints.

The modeling process has been simulated several times with various complex

shapes. We note that the number of poses necessary to construct the model depends

on different parameters: the size and shape of the object, distribution of landmarks

on the object surface, termination criterion, presence of obstacles in the environment

around the object, etc. Typically, by using an uncluttered environment, a uniform

distribution of landmarks on the object surface, and an object size between 40 cm

and 3 m, we obtain an average of eight poses to obtain a model where the ratio of

unknown to known voxels is below 5 percent.
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Fig. 9. Postures generated for the reconstruction of two objects. (top) 3-m-high object. (bottom)
70-cm-high object in a cluttered environment.

7. Conclusion

This work introduces a new method to automatically generate postures for a hu-

manoid robot depending on visual cues. The algorithm presented differs significantly
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from previous Next-Best-View solutions in terms of the hypotheses and constraints

involved.

The postures are selected amongst the possible configurations allowed by stabil-

ity, collision, joint limitation and visual constraints, so as to complete the modeling

of an unknown object while reducing the number of postures required. Complemen-

tary optimization methods, global sampling, NEWUOA, and FSQP, are used in our

two-steps algorithm to generate each next-best-posture. The iterative NEWUOA

search, coupled with a fixed sampling of the robot head configuration space, can ef-

ficiently deal with the noise and discontinuities of the viewpoint evaluation function

to minimize. The Posture Generator can then rapidly find a posture satisfying all

necessary constraints on the humanoid body. This approach was validated through

simulation by successfully building models of various objects having complex shapes

and in cluttered environment.

This work is being integrated with other components focused on vision, motion

planning, and motion control tasks, in order to experimentally test the autonomous

modeling of an object with an HRP-2 robot.
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